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The debt 

1. A burden 

2. Not being free  

3. In a debt jail  

4. Slavery/in shackles  

5. Belief in paying your dues without end  

6. Being in the red, minus = unworthy  

7. Dam that blocks the flow of wealth  

8. Debt is opposite of wealth  

 

Spiritual Principles 

1. Things are not always as they seem.  

2. The debt is a blessing in disguise.  

3. There is always a Divine solution to any situation; therefore, there is a 

Divine solution to your debt.  

4. You cannot make this stuff up.  

5. 98% inner work and 2% outer work.  

6. Paying off debts has nothing to do with actual physical debts owed. The 

cause of any debt is a debt-burdened thought that is lying deeply in the 

subconscious mind.  
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7. The work of paying debts is an inner work having nothing to do with the 

debts already owed but with the wrong thought that produced them. Debts 

exist in the mind, and the mind is the proper place to begin liquidating 

them.  

8. You will be tested.  

 

To start your journey 

1. Desire to become free and worthy.  

2. Desire to do whatever it takes to reach your goal.  

3. Understanding that it is a spiritual path and a gradual increase in vibration.  

4. Verbal intent: I am ready and willing to do whatever it takes to achieve 
freedom and worthiness inside so my freedom and worthiness are reflected 
back at me as freedom from debts of any kind.  
 

5. Very important step in breaking the shackles of debt: “I thank God for my 
freedom from the debt-burden thoughts.”  
 

6. There is no debt in the Divine Mind, only in the Matrix. By erasing the 
beliefs about debts from the consciousness, your debt will disappear from 
your Matrix.  
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